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Making it easier to Find monologues since 1997. A complete database of Shakespeare's
Monologues. The monologues are organized by play, then categorized by comedy.
The following monologues are published in the book "Flowers in the Desert" (ISBN-13: 9781530169085) which is a play about a group home for trouble girls. "Wishing" - A Romantic
Monologue for a Young Woman with a range of emotion from dreamy to serious with hints of a
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lasted long; But on us both did .
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is a dramatic piece designed for any age that feels comfortable with it. I stopped laughing a long
time ago. I stopped crying not too long after. "Wishing" - A Romantic Monologue for a Young
Woman with a range of emotion from dreamy to serious with hints of a hidden secret - Female (12 minutes ) from the.
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"Wishing" - A Romantic Monologue for a Young Woman with a range of emotion from dreamy to
serious with hints of a hidden secret - Female (1-2 minutes) from the.
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Background Info: This is a dramatic piece designed for any age that feels comfortable with it. I
stopped laughing a long time ago. I stopped crying not too long after. "Wishing" - A Romantic
Monologue for a Young Woman with a range of emotion from dreamy to serious with hints of a
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Free database of online monologues for men and women including including video examples
and expert analysis. Database includes hundreds of contemporary and classical. An archive of
classical monologues for actresses.. Agamemnon. by Aeschylus. Agamemnon. by Aeschylus.
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An archive of classical monologues for actresses.. The Two Foscari. by Lord Byron · The
Winter's Tale. by William Shakespeare · Women of Trachis.
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